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Abstract
First, let m and n be positive integers such that n is odd and gcd(m, n) = 1. Let G be the semidirect product of cyclic groups
given by G = Z8mZ2n = 〈x, y : x8m = 1, y2n = 1, and yxy−1 = x4m+1〉. Then the number of hamilton paths in Cay(G : x, y)
(with initial vertex 1) is one fewer than the number of visible lattice points that lie on the closed quadrilateral whose vertices in
consecutive order are (0, 0), (4mn2 + 2n, 16m2n), (n, 4m), and (0, 8m). Second, let m and n be positive integers such that n is odd.
Let G be the semidirect product of cyclic groups given by G=Z4mZ2n =〈x, y : x4m = 1, y2n = 1, and yxy−1 = x2m−1〉. Then
the number of hamilton paths in Cay(G : x, y) (with initial vertex 1) is (3m − 1)n + m(n + 1)/3 + 1.
© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The Cayley digraph on a group G with generating set S, denoted Cay(G : S), is the digraph with vertex set G
and arc set containing an arc from g to gs whenever g ∈ G and s ∈ S. A number of researchers have investigated
the existence and enumeration of hamilton paths in Cayley digraphs. Housman [7] enumerates the hamilton paths in
Cayley digraphs on various metacyclic groups. Curran and Witte [5] enumerate the hamilton paths in Cayley digraphs
on abelian groups with a two-element generating set. Curran [1–3] has various results on enumerating hamilton paths
in Cayley digraphs on groups with a two-element generating set. SeeWitte and Gallian [8], and Curran and Gallian [4]
for detailed results on hamilton paths and cycles in Cayley graphs. Because Cayley digraphs are vertex transitive, we
always assume that a hamilton path begins with initial vertex 1.
2. Metacyclic groups
We use the results of Housman [7], Curran and Witte [5], and Curran [2] in this paper. We state the terminology and
previously proven theorems required to establish the results in this paper.
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Deﬁnition 1. We say that a groupG ismetacyclic provided there exists a normal cyclic subgroupH inG such thatG/H
is cyclic. Let G and H be groups and let  : H → Aut(G) be a group homomorphism from H to the automorphism
group of G, Aut(G). The semidirect product of G and H, denoted by GH , is the set G × H together with the group
operation (g1, h1)(g2, h2) = (g1h1(g2), h1h2).
Notation 1. Let G be a metacyclic group with normal cyclic subgroup 〈x〉G such that G/〈x〉 = 〈y〈x〉〉 is cyclic with
generator y〈x〉. We let ord(g) denote the order of the element g ∈ G. Let m = ord(x) and n = |G : 〈x〉|. Then by
Housman [7, Section 3], there exist integers r and k such that 0<r <m, 0k <m, gcd(r,m) = 1, rn = 1 (modm),
kr = k (modm), xm = 1, yn = xk , and yxy−1 = xr . When k = 0, then G is a semidirect product of cyclic groups
G = ZmZn = 〈x, y : xm = 1, yn = 1, and yxy−1 = xr 〉.
Deﬁnition 2. We call the subgroup 〈yx−1〉 the arc forcing subgroup. We call the left coset x−1〈yx−1〉 the special
coset. All other left cosets of 〈yx−1〉 are said to be regular. Let H be a spanning subdigraph of Cay(G : x, y). We say
that a vertex v in Cay(G : x, y) travels by x in H if the arc from v to vx is in H and the arc from v to vy is not. We say
that a set of vertices V in G travels by x in H if every vertex v ∈ V travels by x.
Notation 2. Let z=yx−1,M=ord(z) andN=|G : 〈z〉|.Letg0, g1, . . . , gN−1 be a list of left coset representatives of 〈z〉.
In this paper, we will always choose gi = xi , for 0 iN − 2, and gN−1 = x−1. Let (e0, e1, . . . , eN−2) ∈ {0, 1}N−1
and let d be an integer such that 0d <M . Let H(e0, e1, . . . , eN−2, d) be the following spanning subdigraph of
Cay(G : x, y) such that every vertex, except x−1(yx−1)d which has outer semidegree 0, travels by one arc. The regular
coset gi〈z〉 travels by zei x, for 0 iN − 2. The vertex x−1zj in the special coset travels by y, for 0j < d, and
travels by x, for d < j <M .
Theorem 3 (Curran [2, Corollary 2.6]). A hamilton path in Cay(G : x, y) with initial vertex 1 has the form H(e0, e1,
. . . , eN−2, d) for some choice of ei ∈ {0, 1}, for each 0 iN − 2, and for some 0d <M .
Remark 4. The inner and outer semidegree of every vertex in H(e0, e1, . . . , eN−2, d) is 1 except 1 and x−1zd , 1 has
inner semidegree 0 and x−1zd has outer semidegree 0. Thus H(e0, e1, . . . , eN−2, d) is a directed path from 1 to x−1zd
and a collection of disjoint directed cycles.
Notation 3. Let P be the directed path from 1 to x−1zd inH(e0, e1, . . . , eN−2, d).We list the directed path P by listing
the arcs that are traversed in succession. Thus (ai : 1 ik) is the path whose list of vertices is 1, a1, a1a2, . . . , a1a2
· · · ak . Similarly, let C be a directed cycle in H(e0, e1, . . . , eN−2, d). We list the directed cycle C by identifying an
initial vertex and listing the arcs that are traversed in succession. Hence, the directed cycle C that begins at vertex v
and traverses the arcs (ai : 1 ik) is the directed cycle whose list of vertices is v, va1, va1a2, . . . , va1a2 · · · ak = v.
It is often useful to choose a different initial vertex in which to traverse the arcs of C. Thus, for 1jk − 1, C is
the directed cycle that begins at vertex va1a2 · · · aj and traverses the arcs (ai : j + 1 ik), (ai : 1 ij). We let
n∗ (ai : 1 ik) be the concatenation of n copies of the list of arcs (ai : 1 ik). Thus 3∗ (x, y)= (x, y, x, y, x, y).
We let # denote the deletion of the last arc in a list of arcs. Thus 3 ∗ (x, y)# = (x, y, x, y, x).
3. Sequences of lattice points
Notation 4. For any nonzero lattice points X and Y in the ﬁrst quadrant of the plane R2, we write T (X, Y ) for the
closed triangle with vertices (0, 0), X, and Y.
Notation 5. A lattice point (x, y) is said to be visible provided that gcd(x, y) = 1. For nonzero lattice points X and Y,
let N̂(X, Y ) be the number of visible lattice points in the interior of triangle T (X, Y ).
Notation 6. Consider a ﬁnite group with generators x and y. Let M = ord(yx−1). Suppose (x1, y1) and (x2, y2) are
nonzero lattice points in the ﬁrst quadrant of the plane R2 such that x1y2 − x2y1 = M and gcd(x2 − x1, y2 − y1) = 1.
Let T = T ((x1, y1), (x2, y2)). Then the equations of the lines that make up the sides of triangle T are y1x − x1y = 0,
y2x − x2y = 0, and (y2 − y1)x − (x2 − x1)y = M .
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Notation 7. Each visible lattice point of T lies on a unique ray extending from the origin.List these raysR1, R2, . . . , Rf
so that Rk+1 has greater slope than Rk . For each 1kf , let Ak = (mk, nk) be the unique lattice point on the ray Rk
which satisﬁes gcd(Ak) = 1. For 1kf , let
hk =
⌊
M − 1
(y2 − y1)mk − (x2 − x1)nk
⌋
.
For 2k <f , let uk = h1 + 2∑kj=2hj . Also, let u0 = 0, u1 = h1, and uf = uf−1 + hf .
Proposition 5. We have uf = M − 1.
Proof. Let i be the number of lattice points in the interior of T ((x1, y1), (x2, y2)) and b be the number of lattice
points on the boundary of T ((x1, y1), (x2, y2)). Then i = ∑f−1j=2 hj and b = h1 + hf + 3. The area of triangle
T ((x1, y1), (x2, y2)) is given by A= 12 (x1y2 − x2y1)= 12M . Pick’s Theorem [6, pp. 27–31] states that 12b+ i − 1=A.
Thus 12M = 12 (h1 + hf + 3) +
∑f−1
j=2 hj − 1. Therefore, uf = h1 + hf +
∑f−1
j=2 2hj = M − 1. 
Remark 6. For each 1kf ,
(0, 0), Ak, 2Ak, . . . , hkAk
is a list of the lattice points of T \{(x1, y1), (x2, y2)} which lie on ray Rk . Also, (x1, y1) = (h1 + 1)A1 and (x2, y2) =
(hf + 1)Af .
Deﬁnition 7. We deﬁne lattice points BT (d), 0d <M as follows.
(1) Let (BT (d) : 0du1) be the list
h1A1, (h1 − 1)A1, . . . , A1, (0, 0).
(2) For 2kf − 1, let (BT (d) : uk−1duk) be the list
(0, 0), Ak, 2Ak, . . . , (hk − 1)Ak, hkAk, (hk − 1)Ak, . . . , 2Ak,Ak, (0, 0).
(3) Let (BT (d) : uf−1duf ) be the list
(0, 0), Af , 2Af , . . . , hf Af .
Intuitively, to construct the listBT (0), BT (1), . . . , BT (uf ), we proceed as follows. Begin by listing the lattice points,
other than (x1, y1), which are on ray R1 and in the closed triangle whose vertices are (0, 0), (x1, y1), and (x2, y2),
starting with the point just below (x1, y1) and proceeding down to the origin. Now move to ray R2: ascend this ray
(remaining inside the triangle), then descend, listing each lattice point as it is encountered (without repeating the
topmost point). Now move to rays R3, R4, . . . , Rf−1 in turn: ascend and descend.You end by listing the lattice points
on Rf , up to the point just below (x2, y2).
We provide an example of two sequences of lattice points in the plane that apply to the semidirect product of
cyclic groups of orders 8 and 6 given by G = 〈x, y : x8 = 1, y6 = 1, and yxy−1 = x5〉. In each triangle, we have
M = ord(yx−1) = 24. The ﬁrst triangle T0 has vertices (0, 0), (6, 0), and (5, 4). The second triangle T1 has vertices
(0, 0), (3, 4), and (0, 8). See Fig. 1 and Tables 1 and 2.
Proposition 8. Suppose (x1, y1) and (x2, y2) are nonzero lattice points satisfying Notation 6 and let T = T ((x1, y1),
(x2, y2)). Then the number of integers d with 0d <M for which BT (d)= (0, 0) is given by N̂((x1, y1), (x2, y2))+1.
Proof. By Deﬁnition 7, we have BT (d)= (0, 0) iff d =uk for some k = 1, 2, . . . , f − 1. Thus there are f − 1 integers
0d <M for which BT (d)= (0, 0). By Notation 7, the lattice points Ak , for k=2, 3, . . . , f −1, are the visible lattice
points that lie in the interior of triangle T. Thus there are f − 2 visible lattice points in the interior of triangle T. The
result immediately follows. 
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Fig. 1. Triangle T0 has vertices (0, 0), (6, 0), and (5, 4). Triangle T1 has vertices (0, 0), (3, 4), and (0, 8).
This sequence of lattice points is related to the structure of the spanning subdigraphs H(e0, e1, . . . , eN−2, d) of
Cay(G: x, y).We need to develop the appropriate notation to describe this relationship.We continually refer toNotations
8 and 9 for the rest of the results in this section.
Notation 8. In this section we always assume that G = 〈x, y〉 is a ﬁnite group such that 〈yx−1〉G. Let z = yx−1,
M = ord(z), and N = |G : 〈z〉|. Housman [7, Section 3] shows that there exist integers R and K such that 0<R<M ,
0K <M , gcd(R,M) = 1, RN = 1 (modM), KR = K (modM), zM = 1, xN = zK , and x−1zx = zR .
Notation 9. LetX=x(ze0x)(ze1x) · · · (zeN−2x) and Y =y(ze0x)(ze1x) · · · (zeN−2x). It is easy to prove by induction that
for i1, we have x−izxi =zRi .We then haveX=xN(x−(N−1)ze0xN−1)(x−(N−2)ze1x(N−2)) · · · (x−1zeN−2x1), which,
in turn, implies that X = zK(x−(N−1)zxN−1)e0(x−(N−2)zx(N−2))e1 · · · (x−1zx1)eN−2 = zKze0RN−1ze1RN−2 · · · zeN−2R .
Let P = K +∑N−2i=0 eiRN−i−1. Then X = zP and Y = yx−1X = zzP = zP+1. Let B = |〈z〉 : 〈X〉| = gcd(M,P ),
A = ord(X) = M/B, and let 0E <A such that YB = XE . Then A, B, and E are parameters dependent on the
choice of (e0, e1, . . . , eN−2) ∈ {0, 1}N−1. Thus, we can write A=A(e0, e1, . . . , eN−2), B =B(e0, e1, . . . , eN−2), and
E=E(e0, e1, . . . , eN−2). Furthermore, letB ′ = |〈z〉 : 〈Y 〉|=gcd(M,P +1),A′ =ord(Y )=M/B ′, and let 0E′ <A′
such that XB ′ = YE′ . Then A′, B ′, and E′ are parameters dependent on the choice of (e0, e1, . . . , eN−2) ∈ {0, 1}N−1.
So again, we can write A′ = A′(e0, e1, . . . , eN−2), B ′ = B ′(e0, e1, . . . , eN−2), and E′ = E′(e0, e1, . . . , eN−2).
Theorem 9 (Curran [2, Theorem 3.10]). Suppose 〈yx−1〉G. Let M, N, R and K be deﬁned as in Notation 8. Let
(e0, e1, . . . , eN−2) ∈ {0, 1}N−1. Let A, B, and E be functions of (e0, e1, . . . , eN−2) ∈ {0, 1}N−1 as deﬁned in Notation
9. Let T = T ((B, 0), (E,A)). Then, for 0d <M , H(e0, e1, . . . , eN−2, d) is a hamilton path in Cay(G : x, y) iff
BT (d) = (0, 0).
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Table 1
The visible lattice point and the number of lattice points on each ray Rk that lie in triangles T0 = T ((6, 0), (5, 4)) and T1 = T ((3, 4), (0, 8))
k Ak hk uk
Lattice points on ray Rk for triangle T0
0 0
1 (1, 0) 5 5
2 (5, 1) 1 7
3 (4, 1) 1 9
4 (3, 1) 1 11
5 (5, 2) 1 13
6 (2, 1) 2 17
7 (5, 3) 1 19
8 (3, 2) 1 21
9 (4, 3) 1 23
10 (5, 4) 0 23
Lattice points on ray Rk for triangle T1
0 0
1 (3, 4) 0 0
2 (2, 3) 1 2
3 (1, 2) 2 6
4 (2, 5) 1 8
5 (1, 3) 1 10
6 (1, 4) 1 12
7 (1, 5) 1 14
8 (1, 6) 1 16
9 (0, 1) 7 23
Table 2
The sequences of lattice points BT0 (d) and BT1 (d) that lie in triangles T0 = T ((6, 0), (5, 4)) and T1 = T ((3, 4), (0, 8)), respectively
The sequence of points BT0 (d) The sequence of points BT1 (d)
d BT0 (d) d BT1 (d)
0 (5, 0) 0 (0, 0)
1 (4, 0) 1 (2, 3)
2 (3, 0) 2 (0, 0)
3 (2, 0) 3 (1, 2)
4 (1, 0) 4 (2, 4)
5 (0, 0) 5 (1, 2)
6 (5, 1) 6 (0, 0)
7 (0, 0) 7 (2, 5)
8 (4, 1) 8 (0, 0)
9 (0, 0) 9 (1, 3)
10 (3, 1) 10 (0, 0)
11 (0, 0) 11 (1, 4)
12 (5, 2) 12 (0, 0)
13 (0, 0) 13 (1, 5)
14 (2, 1) 14 (0, 0)
15 (4, 2) 15 (1, 6)
16 (2, 1) 16 (0, 0)
17 (0, 0) 17 (0, 1)
18 (5, 3) 18 (0, 2)
19 (0, 0) 19 (0, 3)
20 (3, 2) 20 (0, 4)
21 (0, 0) 21 (0, 5)
22 (4, 3) 22 (0, 6)
23 (0, 0) 23 (0, 7)
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Theorem 10 (Curran [2, Corollary 3.11]). Suppose 〈yx−1〉G. Let M, N, R and K be deﬁned as in Notation 8. Let A,
B, and E be functions of (e0, e1, . . . , eN−2) ∈ {0, 1}N−1 as deﬁned in Notation 9. Then the number of hamilton paths in
Cay(G : x, y) (with initial vertex 1) is∑(N̂((B, 0), (E,A))+ 1) where the sum is taken over all (e0, e1, . . . , eN−2) ∈
{0, 1}N−1.
Theorem 11. Let X = (x1, y1) and Y = (x2, y2) be nonzero lattice points in the ﬁrst quadrant satisfying Notation 6
and let T = T (X, Y ) satisfy Notation 7. Let L ∈ GL(2,Z) such that L(T ) lies in the ﬁrst quadrant.
(1) If det(L) = 1, then L(BT (d)) = BL(T )(d), for all 0d <M .
(2) If det(L) = −1, then L(BT (d)) = BL(T )(M − d − 1), for all 0d <M .
Proof. Since L ∈ GL(2,Z), L preserves the number of visible lattice points that lie in T. Thus L(T ) has f visible
lattice points. Let R′1, R′2, . . . , R′f be the rays that emanate from the origin passing through the lattice points of L(T )
so that R′k+1 has greater slope than R′k . For each 1kf , let A′k be the unique visible lattice point on ray R′k and let
h′k be the number of nonzero lattice points that lie on R′k ∩ (L(T )\{L(X), L(Y )}).
Assume det(L) = 1. Since L is orientation preserving, and L sends visible lattice points of T to visible lattice points
of L(T ), we have L(Ak) = A′k , for 1kf . Thus L(Rk) = R′k , for 1kf . Because L(Rk ∩ (T \{X, Y })) = R′k ∩
(L(T )\{L(X), L(Y )}), we have h′k = hk , for 1kf . Hence, L(BT (d)) = BL(T )(d), for 0d <M .
Assume det(L)=−1. Since L is orientation reversing, and L sends visible lattice points of T to visible lattice points of
L(T ), we have L(Ak)=A′f−k+1, for 1kf . Thus L(Rk)=R′f−k+1, for 1kf . Because L(Rk ∩ (T \{X, Y }))=
R′f−k+1∩ (L(T )\{L(X), L(Y )}), we have h′f−k+1=hk , for 1kf . Hence, (L(BT (d)) : 0d <M) is the sequence
of lattice points (BL(T )(d) : 0d <M) listed in reverse order. Therefore, L(BT (d)) = BL(T )(M − d − 1), for
0d <M . 
Corollary 12. Let (e0, e1, . . . , eN−2) ∈ {0, 1}N−1, 0d <M , and T = T ((B, 0), (E,A)). Let L ∈ GL(2,Z) such
that L(T ) lies in the ﬁrst quadrant.
(1) If det(L) = 1, then H(e0, e1, . . . , eN−2, d) is a hamilton path in Cay(G: x, y) iff BL(T )(d) = (0, 0).
(2) If det(L) = −1, then H(e0, e1, . . . , eN−2, d) is a hamilton path in Cay(G: x, y) iff BL(T )(M − d − 1) = (0, 0).
Proof. ByTheorem9,H(e0, e1, . . . , eN−2, d) is a hamilton path inCay(G: x, y) iffBT (d)=(0, 0). Suppose det(L)=1.
ByTheorem 11,L(BT (d))=BL(T )(d). Since L is invertible,BT (d)=(0, 0) iffBL(T )(d)=(0, 0). Suppose det(L)=−1.
By Theorem 11, L(BT (d))=BL(T )(M − d − 1). Since L is invertible, BT (d)= (0, 0) iff BL(T )(M − d − 1)= (0, 0).
The result immediately follows. 
Corollary 13. Let T1=T ((B, 0), (E,A)) and T2=T ((A′, E′), (0, B ′)).LetL : R2 → R2 be the linear transformation
given by L(x, y)= ((A′/B)x − ((A′E)/M)y, (E′/B)x + ((BB ′ −EE′)/M)y). Then L ∈ SL(2,Z), L(T1)=T2, and,
for 0d <M , L(BT1(d)) = BT2(d).
Proof. Note that det(L) = 1. Since B = |〈z〉 : 〈Y 〉|, we have B = ord(Y 〈X〉) in the factor group 〈z〉/〈X〉. Recall that
YA
′ = 1 and YE′ = XB ′ . Thus YA′ = 1 (mod 〈X〉) and YE′ = 1 (mod 〈X〉). Hence, B divides A′ and B divides E′.
Since B ′ = |〈z〉 : 〈X〉|, we have B ′ = ord(X〈Y 〉) in the factor group 〈z〉/〈Y 〉. Furthermore, recall that XE = YB . Thus
XE = 1 (mod 〈Y 〉). Hence, B ′ divides E. Therefore, A′/B, E′/B, and −(A′E)/M = −E/B ′ are integers.
Recall that (zP )B ′=XB ′=YE′=(zP+1)E′ and (zP+1)B=YB=XE=(zP )E . Observe that zBB ′=(zP+1)BB ′[(zP )BB ′ ]−1
= zPB ′E−(P+1)BE′ = (zP+1)EE′ [(zP )EE′ ]−1 = zEE′ . Thus zBB ′−EE′ = 1. Hence, M = ord(z) divides BB ′ − EE′.
Therefore, L ∈ SL(2,Z).
Observe that L(B, 0)= (A′, E′) and L(E,A)= (0, B ′). Hence, L(T1)= T2. By Theorem 11, we have L(BT1(d))=
BT2(d), for 0d <M . 
Corollary 14. Let (e0, e1, . . . , eN−2) ∈ {0, 1}N−1 and T ′ = T ((A′, E′), (0, B ′)). Then, for 0d <M , H(e0, e1, . . . ,
eN−2, d) is a hamilton path in Cay(G : x, y) iff BT ′(d) = (0, 0).
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Proof. Let T = T ((B, 0), (E,A)). By Theorem 9, H(e0, e1, . . . , eN−2, d) is a hamilton path in Cay(G: x, y) iff
BT (d) = (0, 0). By Corollary 13, L(BT (d)) = BT ′(d) for the linear transformation given by L(x, y) = ((A′/B)x −
((A′E)/M)y, (E′/B)x + ((BB ′ − EE′)/M)y). By Corollary 12, H(e0, e1, . . . , eN−2, d) is a hamilton path in
Cay(G: x, y) iff BT ′(d) = (0, 0). 
Corollary 15. Let X andY be nonzero lattice points in the ﬁrst quadrant and let T =T (X, Y ). Let L ∈ GL(2,Z) such
that L(T ) lies in the ﬁrst quadrant.
(1) If det(L) = 1, then N̂(X, Y ) = N̂(L(X), L(Y )).
(2) If det(L) = −1, then N̂(X, Y ) = N̂(L(Y ), L(X)).
Proof. Since L ∈ GL(2,Z), the interiors of triangles T and L(T ) have the same number of visible lattice points.
If det(L) = 1, then L(T ) = T (L(X), L(Y )). If det(L) = −1, then L(T ) = T (L(Y ), L(X)). The result follows
immediately. 
Corollary 16. We have N̂((B, 0), (E,A)) = N̂((A′, E′), (0, B ′)).
Proof. Combine Corollaries 13 and 15. 
Remark 17. We can dispense with the restrictions 0E <A and 0E′ <A′ in Notation 9. The linear transformation
L(x, y) = (x − E/Ay, y) lies in GL(2,Z) and det(L) = 1. By Corollary 15, N̂((B, 0), (E,A)) = N̂((B, 0), (E −
E/AA,A)). Similarly, N̂((B ′, 0), (E′, A′))= N̂((B ′, 0), (E′ −E′/A′A′, A′)). Let T1 =T ((B, 0), (E−E/AA,
A)) and T2 = L−1(T1) = T ((B, 0), (E,A)). By Theorem 9 and Corollary 12, for 0d <M , H(e0, e1, . . . , eN−2, d)
is a hamilton path in Cay(G: x, y) iff BT2(d) = (0, 0).
4. First enumeration result
The next theorem is a generalization of a previous result of the author [3, Theorem 4.8].
Theorem 18. Let m and n be positive integers such that n is odd and gcd(m, n) = 1. Let G be the semidirect product
of cyclic groups of order 8m and 2n given by
G = Z8mZ2n = 〈x, y : x8m = 1, y2n = 1, and yxy−1 = x4m+1〉.
Then the number of hamilton paths inCay(G : x, y) (with initial vertex 1) is two more than the number of visible lattice
points in the interior of the triangle whose vertices are (0, 0), (2n, 0), and (2m + n, 4m) plus the number of visible
lattice points in the interior of the triangle whose vertices are (0, 0), (n, 4m), and (0, 8m).
Proof. For r ∈ Z, from yxy−1 = x4m+1, we get (yxy−1)2r = x2r(4m+1), which implies that yx2ry−1 = x2r . Hence
x2ry = yx2r implies that x2rys = ysx2r for s, r ∈ Z.
We prove by induction on 0 that z = xf ()y, where f () = − if  = 0 or 3 (mod 4) and f () = 4m −  if
 = 1 or 2 (mod 4). The assertion is trivially true for  = 0. From yxy−1 = x4m+1, we get yx−1y−1 = x4m−1, hence
z = yx−1 = x4m−1y and the assertion is true for  = 1. We have z2 = yx−1x4m−1y = yx4m−2y = x4m−2y2 and the
assertion is true for  = 2. We have z3 = x4m−1yx4m−2y2 = x4m−1x4m−2yy2 = x−3y3 and the assertion is true for
 = 3. We have z4 = x4m−2y2x4m−2y2 = x4m−2x4m−2y2y2 = x−4y4 and the assertion is true for  = 4.
For 5, suppose that zj =xf (j)yj for 0j−1.We have z=z−4z4=xf (−4)y−4x−4y4=xf (−4)−4y−4y4=
xf ()y. Thus the assertion is true for  and therefore, it is true for any 0. In a similar manner we may show that the
assertion is true for all 0. Hence, for any integer , we have z = x−y if  = 0 or 3 (mod 4), and z = x4m−y if
 = 1 or 2 (mod 4).
We show that M = ord(yx−1) = 8mn. Since 〈x〉G and yM = (yx−1)M = 1 (mod 〈x〉), we have 2n divides M. Let
M = 2nk. Observe that k is even. Otherwise, on one hand, we have 2nk = 2 (mod 4). However, on the other hand, since
z2nk=x4m−2nk=1,wehave 2nk=0 (mod 4). Hence, k is even and zM=z2nk=x−2nk=1.Thus−2nk=0 (mod 8m)which,
in turn, implies that k = 0 (mod 4m). The smallest positive integer k satisfying k = 0 (mod 4m) is k = 4m. Therefore,
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M = (2n)(4m) = 8mn. Then |G : 〈z〉| = 2. Hence, 〈z〉G. A calculation shows that x−1zx = z4mn+1 and x2 = z2nk1
where k1 = n−1(2m− 1) (mod 4m). Hence, R = 4mn+ 1, N = 2, and K = 2nk1 where k1 = n−1(2m− 1) (mod 4m).
Let e0 =0. Then P =K + e0R=2nk1. Thus X= z2nk1 and Y = z2nk1+1. Then B =gcd(M,P )=gcd(8mn, 2nk1)=
2n · gcd(4m, k1) where k1 = n−1(2m − 1) (mod 4m). Thus gcd(4m, k1) = 1 and B = 2n. We have A = M/B = 4m.
In addition, YB = XE . Thus (z2nk1+1)2n = (z2nk1)E which, in turn, implies 2n(2nk1 + 1) = 2nk1E (mod 8mn). Thus
E = k−11 (2nk1 + 1)= 2n+ n(2m− 1)= 2m+ n (mod 4m) since n is odd. By Remark 17, it is not necessary to impose
the restriction 0E <A. Thus E = 2m + n. Therefore, N̂((B, 0), (E,A)) = N̂((2n, 0), (2m + n, 4m)).
Let e0 =1. Then P =K + e0R=2nk1 +4mn+1. Thus X= z2nk1+4mn+1 and Y = z2nk1+4mn+2.We interchange the
roles of the generatorsX andY in order to count the number of hamilton paths in this case. Thus fromNotation 9, we have
B ′ = |〈z〉 : 〈Y 〉|=gcd(M,P +1), A′ =ord(Y )=M/B ′, and E′ satisﬁes XB ′ =YE′ . Therefore, B ′ =gcd(8mn, 2nk1 +
4mn+ 2)= 2 · gcd(4mn, nk1 + 2mn+ 1) where k1 = n−1(2m− 1) (mod 4m). Observe that nk1 = 2m− 1 (mod 4m).
Since n is odd, we have nk1 + 2mn + 1 = nk1 + 2m + 1 = 0 (mod 4m). Note that nk1 + 2mn + 1 = (k1 + 2m)n + 1
is relatively prime to n. Thus gcd(4mn, nk1 + 2mn + 1) = 4m. Hence, B ′ = 8m and A′ = M/B ′ = n. Now E′ is an
integer that satisﬁes (zP )B ′ = (zP+1)E′ . Thus, we have 8m(2nk1 + 4mn+ 1)=E′(2nk1 + 4mn+ 2) (mod 8mn). This
reduces toE′(2nk1 + 4mn+ 2)= 8m(mod 8mn). Note that 4m(2nk1 + 4mn+ 2)= 8m(mod 8mn). By Remark 17, it
is not necessary to impose the restriction 0E′ <A′. Thus E′ = 4m. By Corollary 16, we have N̂((B, 0), (E,A)) =
N̂((A′, E′), (0, B ′)) = N̂((n, 4m), (0, 8m)). By Theorem 10, the sum∑(N̂((B, 0), (E,A)) + 1) over all e0 ∈ {0, 1}
yields the desired result. 
We can specify, for which e0 ∈ {0, 1} and 0d < 8mn, the spanning subdigraph H(e0, d) of Cay(G : x, y) is a
hamilton path.
Theorem 19. Let m and n be positive integers such that n is odd and gcd(m, n) = 1. Let G be the semidirect product
of cyclic groups of order 8m and 2n given by
G = Z8mZ2n = 〈x, y : x8m = 1, y2n = 1, and yxy−1 = x4m+1〉.
Let T0=T ((2n, 0), (2m+n, 4m)) and T1=T ((n, 4m), (0, 8m)).For all integers e0 ∈ {0, 1} and 0d < 8mn,H(e0, d)
is a hamilton path in Cay(G: x, y) iff BTe0 (d) = (0, 0).
Proof. Let e0 = 0. From the proof of Theorem 18, we have T0 = T ((B, 0), (E,A)) = T ((2n, 0), (2m + n, 4m)). By
Theorem 9, for 0d < 8mn, H(0, d) is a hamilton path in Cay(G: x, y) iff BT0(d) = (0, 0).
Let e0 = 1. From the proof of Theorem 18, we have T1 = T ((A′, E′), (0, B ′)) = T ((n, 4m), (0, 8m)). By Corollary
14, for 0d < 8mn, H(1, d) is a hamilton path in Cay(G: x, y) iff BT1(d) = (0, 0). 
Example 20. LetG=Z8Z6 =〈x, y : x8 =1, y6 =1, and yxy−1 =x5〉. Thenm=1 and n=3 satisfy the conditions
of Theorems 18 and 19. Also, T0 = T ((6, 0), (5, 4)) and T1 = T ((3, 4), (0, 8)). From Fig. 1, the number of visible
lattice points in the interior of triangle T0 is 8 and the number of visible lattice points in the interior of triangle T1 is
7. Then, by Theorem 18, there are 8 + 7 + 2 = 17 hamilton paths in Cay(G: x, y). From Table 2, BT0(d) = (0, 0),
for d = 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 17, 19, 21, or 23, and BT1(d) = (0, 0), for d = 0, 2, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, or 16. By Theorem 19,
H(0, d) is a hamilton path in Cay(G: x, y), for d = 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 17, 19, 21, or 23, and H(1, d) is a hamilton path in
Cay(G: x, y), for d = 0, 2, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, or 16.
By applying a linear transformation in SL(2,Z) to one of the triangles listed in Theorem 18, we can glue the triangles
together to form a quadrilateral in which to count visible lattice points. We state this result in the next theorem.
Theorem 21. Let m and n be positive integers such that n is odd and gcd(m, n) = 1. Let G be the semidirect product
of cyclic groups of order 8m and 2n given by
G = Z8mZ2n = 〈x, y : x8m = 1, y2n = 1, and yxy−1 = x4m+1〉.
Then the number of hamilton paths in Cay(G : x, y) (with initial vertex 1) is one fewer than the number of visible
lattice points that lie on the closed quadrilateral Q whose vertices in consecutive order are (0, 0), (4mn2+2n, 16m2n),
(n, 4m), and (0, 8m).
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Proof. First observe that, for nonzero lattice points (x1, y1) and (x2, y2), one more than the number of visible lattice
points that lie on the interior of triangle T ((x1, y1), (x2, y2)) is equal to one fewer than the number of visible lattice
points that lie on the closed triangle T ((x1, y1), (x2, y2)). Then, by Theorem 18, the number of hamilton paths in
Cay(G : x, y) (with initial vertex 1) is two fewer than the sum of the number of visible lattice points that lie on the
closed triangles T ((2n, 0), (2m + n, 4m)) and T ((n, 4m), (0, 8m)).
We apply the orientation preserving linear transformation L : R2 → R2 given by L(x, y) = ((1 + 2mn)x − (mn +
1
2 (n
2 + 1))y, (8m2)x + (1 − 2mn − 4m2)y) to the triangle T ((2n, 0), (2m + n, 4m)). Note that L ∈ SL(2,Z). Thus
L preserves the number of visible lattice points that lie on the closed triangle T ((2n, 0), (2m + n, 4m)). Observe that
L(2n, 0) = (4mn2 + 2n, 16m2n) and L(2m + n, 4m) = (n, 4m). Hence, the number of visible lattice points that lie
on the closed triangle T ((2n, 0), (2m + n, 4m)) is equal to the number of visible lattice points that lie on the closed
triangle L(T ((2n, 0), (2m + n, 4m))) = T ((4mn2 + 2n, 16m2n), (n, 4m)).
We form the closed quadrilateral Q whose vertices in consecutive order are (0, 0), (4mn2 + 2n, 16m2n), (n, 4m),
and (0, 8m) by gluing the triangles T ((4mn2 + 2n, 16m2n), (n, 4m)) and T ((n, 4m), (0, 8m)) together. Observe that
two fewer than the sum of the number of visible lattice points that lie on each of the closed triangles T ((4mn2 +
2n, 16m2n), (n, 4m)) and T ((n, 4m), (0, 8m)) is equal to one fewer than the number of visible lattice points that lie
on the closed quadrilateral Q. 
5. Second enumeration result
Throughout this section, G is the semidirect product of cyclic groups given by
G = Z4mZ2n = 〈x, y : x4m = 1, y2n = 1, and yxy−1 = x2m−1〉,
where m is a positive integer and n is an odd positive integer.
Remark 22. Recall that z = yx−1, M = ord(z), and N = |G : 〈z〉|.
Lemma 23. We have x2m = z2n, xy = z2n+1, y2 = z2n+2, M = ord(z) = 4n, and N = |G : 〈z〉| = 2m. Also, y4 = z4,
〈y2〉< 〈z〉, |〈z〉 : 〈y2〉| = 4, and z2 = x2my2. Let Z(G) be the center of G. Then Z(G) = 〈x2m, y2〉 = 〈x2my2〉 when m
is even, and Z(G) = 〈xm, y2〉 = 〈xmy2〉 when m is odd. Furthermore, 〈z〉 ∩ 〈x〉 = 〈x2m〉.
Proof. Observe that for any integers i and j, yjxiy−j = xi(2m−1)j . Let j = 2n− 1. Then y−1xiy = y2n−1xiy−(2n−1) =
xi(2m−1)2n−1 = xi(2m−1). Thus xiy = yxi(2m−1) and xiy2 = xiyy = yxi(2m−1)y = y2xi(2m−1)(2m−1) = y2xi .
We prove by induction on k0 that zk = ykxf (k) where f (k) = 0 if k = 0 (mod 4), f (k) = −1 if k = 1 (mod 4),
f (k) = 2m if k = 2 (mod 4) and f (k) = 2m − 1 if k = 3 (mod 4). The assertion is trivially true for k = 0. We have
z = yx−1 and the assertion is true for k = 1. We have z2 = yx−1yx−1 = y2x−(2m−1)x−1 = y2x2m and the assertion is
true for k = 2. We have z3 = y2x2myx−1 = y3x2m(2m−1)x−1 = y3x2m−1 and the assertion is true for k = 3. We have
z4 = y2x2my2x2m = y2y2x2mx2m = y4 and the assertion is true for k = 4.
For k5, suppose that zj = yjxf (j) for 0jk − 1. We have zk = zk−4z4 = yk−4xf (k−4)y4 = yk−4y4xf (k−4) =
ykxf (k−4) =ykxf (k). Thus f (k)=f (k−4) and the assertion is true for k. Therefore, the assertion is true for any k0.
In a similar way, we can prove the result is true for any k0. Hence, for any integer k, we have zk =yk if k=0 (mod 4),
zk = ykx−1 if k = 1 (mod 4), zk = ykx2m if k = 2 (mod 4), and zk = ykx2m−1 if k = 3 (mod 4).
Since zM=1,M=ord(z) is divisible by 4. LetM=4m1.Then z4m1=y4m1 . Since ord(y)=2n, we havem1=ord(y4)=n
and thus M = ord(z) = 4n. Hence, N = |G : 〈z〉| = 2m.
Since 2n = 2 (mod 4), we have z2n = y2nx2m = x2m. Since 2n + 1 = 3 (mod 4), we have z2n+1 = y2n+1x2m−1 =
y1x2m−1 = x(2m−1)(2m−1)y1 = xy. Also, since 2n+ 2= 0 (mod 4), we have z2n+2 = y2n+2 = y2. We have z4 = y4 and
x2my2 = z2nz2n+2 = z2. Since y2 = z2n+2, we have 〈y2〉< 〈z〉. Note that n and (n + 1)/2 are relatively prime since
2((n + 1)/2) − 1 · n = 1. We have |〈z〉 : 〈y2〉| = |〈z〉 : 〈z2n+2〉| = gcd(4n, 2n + 2) = 4.
Observe that yjxi =xi(2m−1)j yj . Let xiyj ∈ Z(G). Then xiyj commutes with x and y.We have x(xiyj )=xi+1yj =
xi+(2m−1)j yj=(xiyj )x iff j is even.Also,wehavey(xiyj )=xi(2m−1)yj+1=xiyj+1=(xiyj )y iff (2m−1)i=i (mod 4m)
which, in turn, is equivalent to (m − 1)i = 0 (mod 2m).
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Suppose m is even. Then (m − 1)i = 0 (mod 2m) is equivalent to i = 0 (mod 2m). Thus Z(G) = 〈x2m, y2〉. Since
ord(y2) = n and ord(x2m) = 2 are relatively prime, and Z(G) is abelian, Z(G) is cyclic with generator x2my2 = z2.
Hence, Z(G) = 〈x2my2〉 = 〈z2〉.
Suppose m is odd. Then (m − 1)i = 0 (mod 2m) is equivalent to i = 0 (modm). Thus Z(G) = 〈xm, y2〉. Since
ord(y2) = n and ord(xm) = 4 are relatively prime, and Z(G) is abelian, Z(G) is cyclic with generator xmy2. Hence,
Z(G) = 〈xmy2〉.
Wehave 〈z〉=〈z2〉∪z〈z2〉={1, y2, y4, . . . , y2n−2, x2m, y2x2m, y4x2m, . . . , y2n−2x2m, yx−1, y3x−1, . . . , y2n−1x−1,
yx2m−1, y3x2m−1, . . . , y2n−1x2m−1}. Hence, 〈z〉 ∩ 〈x〉 = 〈x2m〉. 
We restate Notation 2 for the special case when G = Z4mZ2n = 〈x, y : x4m = 1, y2n = 1, and yxy−1 = x2m−1〉,
where m is a positive integer and n is an odd positive integer.
Notation 10. Let e0, e1, . . . , e2m−2 ∈ {0, 1} and let d be an integer such that 0d < 4n. Let H(e0, e1, . . . , e2m−2, d)
be the spanning subdigraph of Cay(G : x, y) where the regular coset xi〈z〉 travels by zei x, for i = 0, 1, . . . , 2m − 2,
and, in the special coset, vertex x−1zj travels by y, for 0j < d, and vertex x−1zj travels by x, for d < j < 4n.
Lemma 24. When two regular cosets of 〈z〉 travel by y in H(e0, e1, . . . , e2m−2, d) (i.e., when ei = 1 and ej = 1 for
distinct integers 0 i < j2m − 2), then H(e0, e1, . . . , e2m−2, d) has at least one directed cycle.
Proof. Suppose the regular cosets xi〈z〉 and xj 〈z〉 travel by y, for 0 i < j2m−2, and the regular coset xk〈z〉 travels
by x, for i < k < j . Then ei = 1, ej = 1, and ek = 0, for i < k < j .
Case 1: Assume j − i is odd. We show that H(e0, e1, . . . , e2m−2, d) has at least two directed cycles. Let j − i =
2k + 1 for some nonnegative integer k. Then the cosets xi〈z〉 and xi+2k+1〈z〉 travel by y, and the cosets xi+1〈z〉,
xi+2〈z〉, . . . , xi+2k〈z〉 travel by x.
We show that, for each of the vertices xi+1 and xi+2m+1, the component of H(e0, e1, . . . , e2m−2, d) that contains
that vertex is a directed cycle. In particular, we show that the component ofH(e0, e1, . . . , e2m−2, d) that contains vertex
xi+1 is a directed cycle that begins at vertex xi+1 and traverses the arcs (2n) ∗ [(2k) ∗ x, y].
Suppose p = 2p1 is even and 0q2k. We show that xi+1(x2ky)pxq ∈ xi+q+1〈z〉. By Lemma 23, we have
(x2ky)2 = y2 = z2n+2. Thus xi+1(x2ky)2p1xq = xi+q+1(z2n+2)p1 ∈ xi+q+1〈z〉.
Suppose p = 2p1 + 1 is odd and 0q2k. We show that xi+1(x2ky)pxq ∈ xj−q−1〈z〉. By Lemma 23, recall
that x2m = z2n and xy = z2n+1. We have xi+1(x2ky)2p1+1xq = xi+2k−q(z2n)q(z2n+1)(z2n+2)p1 ∈ xj−q−1〈z〉. A
calculation shows that xi+1(x2ky)px2ky = xi+1(x2ky)p+1x0. Thus the component of H(e0, e1, . . . , e2m−2, d) that
contains the vertex xi+1 is a walk through the cosets of 〈z〉 that alternates between traversing through the cosets xi+1〈z〉,
xi+2〈z〉, . . . , xj 〈z〉 in ascending order and then traversing through the cosets xj−1〈z〉, xj−2〈z〉, . . . , xi〈z〉 in descending
order. Since ord((x2ky)2) = ord(y2) = n, we have ord(x2ky) = 2n. Thus the component of H(e0, e1, . . . , e2m−2, d)
that contains the vertex xi+1 is a directed cycle that begins at vertex xi+1 and traverses the arcs (2n) ∗ [(2k) ∗ x, y].
A similar argument shows that the component of H(e0, e1, . . . , e2m−2, d) that contains the vertex xi+2m+1 is a
directed cycle that begins at vertex xi+2m+1 and traverses the arcs (2n) ∗ [(2k) ∗ x, y].
Case 2: Assume j − i is even. Then H(e0, e1, . . . , e2m−2, d) contains at least one directed cycle. Let j − i = 2k
for some positive integer k. Consider the component of H(e0, e1, . . . , e2m−2, d) that contains the vertex xi+1. Then
the cosets xi〈z〉 and xi+2k〈z〉 travel by y, and the cosets xi+1〈z〉, xi+2〈z〉, . . . , xi+2k−1〈z〉 travel by x. We show that
the component of H(e0, e1, . . . , e2m−2, d) that contains vertex xi+1 is a directed cycle that begins at vertex xi+1 and
traverses the arcs (4n) ∗ [(2k − 1) ∗ x, y].
Let p = 2p1 be even and 0q2k − 1. Observe that (x2k−1y)2 = x2my2 = z2. Then xi+1(x2k−1y)pxq =
xi+q+1(z2)p1 ∈ xi+q+1〈z〉.
Let p=2p1+1 be odd and 0q2k−1. Then xi+1(x2k−1y)pxq =xi+2k−q−1(z2n)q(z2n+1)(z2)p1 ∈ xj−q−1〈z〉.A
calculation shows that xi+1(x2k−1y)px2k−1y = xi+1(x2k−1y)p+1x0. Thus the component of H(e0, e1, . . . , e2m−2, d)
that contains the vertex xi+1 is a walk through the cosets of 〈z〉 that alternates between traversing through the cosets
xi+1〈z〉, xi+2〈z〉, . . . , xj 〈z〉 in ascending order and then traversing through the cosets xj−1〈z〉, xj−2〈z〉, . . . , xi〈z〉
in descending order. Since ord((x2k−1y)2) = ord(z2) = 2n, we have ord(x2k−1y) = 4n. Thus the component of
H(e0, e1, . . . , e2m−2, d) that contains the vertex xi+1 is a directed cycle that begins at vertex xi+1 and traverses the
arcs (4n) ∗ [(2k − 1) ∗ x, y]. 
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Fig. 2. The subdigraph Ĥ0(2n + 2k − 1) is a hamilton path from 1 to x−1(yx−1)2n+2k−1.
Notation 11. When e0 = e1 = · · · = e2m−2 = 0, we use Ĥ0(d) to denote the spanning subdigraph H(0, 0, . . . , 0, d) of
Cay(G : x, y).
Theorem 25. For 0k2n − 2, Ĥ0(k) is a directed path from 1 to x−1(yx−1)k that traverses the arcs (k + 1) ∗
[(4m− 1) ∗ x, y]# and a collection of (2n− k − 1) disjoint directed cycles such that, for each k + 1 i2n− 1, there
is a directed cycle that begins at the vertex yi and traverses the arcs (4m) ∗ x.
For 0kn, Ĥ0(2n + 2k − 1) is a hamilton path from 1 to x−1(yx−1)2n+2k−1 = y2k−1x2m(k+1) that traverses the
arcs (2k) ∗ [(2m − 1) ∗ x, y], (2n − 2k) ∗ [(4m − 1) ∗ x, y], (2k) ∗ [(2m − 1) ∗ x, y]#.
For 0kn− 1, Ĥ0(2n+ 2k) is a directed path from 1 to x−1(yx−1)2n+2k = y2kx2m(k+1)−1 that traverses the arcs
(2k + 1) ∗ [(2m − 1) ∗ x, y]# and a disjoint directed cycle that begins at vertex x−1(yx−1)2n+2kx = y2kx2m(k+1) and
traverses the arcs [(2m − 1) ∗ x, y], (2n − 2k − 1) ∗ [(4m − 1) ∗ x, y], (2k) ∗ [(2m − 1) ∗ x, y].
Proof. The proof is by mathematical induction. First, observe that every vertex in Ĥ0(0) travels by x, except vertex
x−1 which travels by neither x nor y. Thus Ĥ0(0) is a directed path from 1 to x−1 that traverses the arcs (4m − 1) ∗ x
and a collection of (2n − 1) disjoint directed cycles such that, for each 1 i2n − 1, there is a directed cycle that
begins at the vertex yi and traverses the arcs (4m) ∗ x.
Assume that, for 0k2n−2, Ĥ0(k) is a path from 1 to x−1(yx−1)k that traverses the arcs (k+1)∗[(4m−1)∗x, y]#
and a collection of (2n− k − 1) disjoint directed cycles such that, for each k + 1 i2n− 1, there is a directed cycle
that begins at the vertex yi and traverses the arcs (4m) ∗ x. We have x−1(yx−1)k+1x = yk+1 (mod 〈x〉). Hence, vertex
x−1(yx−1)k+1x = x−1(yx−1)ky lies on the directed cycle that begins at vertex yk+1 and traverses the arcs (4m) ∗ x.
In order to transform Ĥ0(k) to Ĥ0(k + 1), we delete the arc labeled x from x−1(yx−1)k+1 to x−1(yx−1)k+1x and add
the arc labeled y from x−1(yx−1)k to x−1(yx−1)ky. Thus the directed path from 1 to x−1(yx−1)k in Ĥ0(k) is extended
to a directed path from 1 to x−1(yx−1)k+1 in Ĥ0(k + 1) that traverses the arcs (k + 2) ∗ [(4m − 1) ∗ x, y]#. Further,
Ĥ0(k + 1) has one fewer directed cycles than Ĥ0(k). In particular, Ĥ0(k + 1) does not contain the directed cycle that
begins at vertex yk+1 and traverses the arcs (4m) ∗ x. Thus Ĥ0(k + 1) has a collection of (2n− k − 2) disjoint directed
cycles such that, for each k + 2 i2n − 1, there is a directed cycle that begins at the vertex yi and traverses the arcs
(4m) ∗ x.
Note that Ĥ0(2n − 1) is a hamilton path from 1 to x−1(yx−1)2n−1 that traverses the arcs (2n) ∗ [(4m − 1) ∗ x, y]#.
For 0kn − 1, assume that Ĥ0(2n + 2k − 1) is a hamilton path from 1 to x−1(yx−1)2n+2k−1 = y2k−1x2m(k+1)
that traverses the arcs (2k) ∗ [(2m − 1) ∗ x, y], (2n − 2k) ∗ [(4m − 1) ∗ x, y], (2k) ∗ [(2m − 1) ∗ x, y]#. Note that
(x2m−1y)2kx2m−1 = y2kx2m(k+1)−1 = x−1(yx−1)2n+2k . In order to transform Ĥ0(2n + 2k − 1) to Ĥ0(2n + 2k), we
delete the arc labeled x from x−1(yx−1)2n+2k to x−1(yx−1)2n+2kx and add the arc labeled y from x−1(yx−1)2n+2k−1
to x−1(yx−1)2n+2k−1y = x−1(yx−1)2n+2kx. See Figs. 2 and 3. Hence, Ĥ0(2n + 2k) is a directed path from 1 to
x−1(yx−1)2n+2k that traverses the arcs (2k + 1) ∗ [(2m − 1) ∗ x, y]# and a disjoint directed cycle that begins
at vertex x−1(yx−1)2n+2kx and traverses the arcs [(2m − 1) ∗ x, y], (2n − 2k − 1) ∗ [(4m − 1) ∗ x, y], (2k) ∗
[(2m − 1) ∗ x, y].
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Fig. 3. The subdigraph Ĥ0(2n + 2k) is a directed path from 1 to x−1(yx−1)2n+2k and a disjoint directed cycle.
Fig. 4. The subdigraph Ĥ0(2n + 2k) is a directed path from 1 to x−1(yx−1)2n+2k and a disjoint directed cycle.
Assume, for 0kn− 2, Ĥ0(2n+ 2k) is a directed path from 1 to x−1(yx−1)2n+2k = y2kx2m(k+1)−1 that traverses
the arcs (2k+1)∗[(2m−1)∗x, y]# and a disjoint directed cycle that begins at vertex x−1(yx−1)2n+2kx=y2kx2m(k+1)
and traverses the arcs [(2m − 1) ∗ x, y], (2n − 2k − 1) ∗ [(4m − 1) ∗ x, y], (2k) ∗ [(2m − 1) ∗ x, y]. Note that
(x−1(yx−1)2n+2kx)x2m−1yx2m = y2k+1x2m(k+2)+1 = x−1(yx−1)2n+2k+1x. Thus the directed cycle in Ĥ0(2n + 2k)
begins at vertex x−1(yx−1)2n+2k+1x and traverses the arcs (2m − 1) ∗ x, y, (2n − 2k − 2) ∗ [(4m − 1) ∗ x, y], (2k +
1)∗ [(2m−1)∗x, y], (2m)∗x. In order to transform Ĥ0(2n+2k) to Ĥ0(2n+2k+1), we delete the arc labeled x from
x−1(yx−1)2n+2k+1 to x−1(yx−1)2n+2k+1x and add the arc labeled y from x−1(yx−1)2n+2k to x−1(yx−1)2n+2ky =
x−1(yx−1)2n+2k+1x. See Figs. 4 and 5. Hence, Ĥ0(2n + 2k + 1) is a hamilton path from 1 to x−1(yx−1)2n+2k+1 =
y2k+1x2m(k+2) that traverses the arcs (2k + 2) ∗ [(2m− 1) ∗ x, y], (2n− 2k − 2) ∗ [(4m− 1) ∗ x, y], (2k + 2) ∗ [(2m−
1) ∗ x, y]#. 
Notation 12. LetHk(d) denote the spanning subdigraphH(0, 0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0, d)where ek =1, for some 0k
2m − 2, and ei = 0, for all i = k and 0 i2m − 2. Thus ei = ik where ik is the Kronecker delta function.
Theorem 26. Suppose 0k2m − 2 is odd. Then for any integer  for which 02n − 1, Hk(2) is a hamilton
path from 1 to x−1(yx−1)2 = y2x2m−1 that traverses the arcs (2 + 1) ∗ [k ∗ x, y], (4n − 2 − 1) ∗ [(2m − 1) ∗
x, y], (2 + 1) ∗ [(2m − k − 2) ∗ x, y]#.
Furthermore, for any integer  for which 02n − 1, Hk(2 + 1) is a directed path from 1 to x−1(yx−1)2+1 =
y2+1x2m(+1) that traverses the arcs (2 + 2) ∗ [k ∗ x, y]# and a disjoint directed cycle that begins at vertex
x−1(yx−1)2+1x and traverses the arcs (2m−k−2)∗x, y, (4n−2−2)∗[(2m−1)∗x, y], (2+1)∗[(2m−k−2)∗x, y].
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Fig. 5. The subdigraph Ĥ0(2n + 2k + 1) is a hamilton path from 1 to x−1(yx−1)2n+2k+1.
Proof. The proof is by mathematical induction. Let H˜k(0) be the spanning subdigraph of Cay(G : x, y) formed from
Hk(0) by adding the arc labeled x from x−1 to 1. Then every vertex of H˜k(0) has inner semidegree one and outer
semidegree one. Hence, H˜k(0) is a collection of disjoint directed cycles. Recall that z = yx−1. In H˜k(0), the coset
xk〈z〉 travels by y, and the cosets xi〈z〉 travel by x, for all i = k and 0 i2m − 1. We have xi〈z〉 = xj 〈z〉 iff
xi−j ∈ 〈z〉. But xi−j ∈ 〈z〉 iff xi−j ∈ 〈z〉 ∩ 〈x〉 = 〈x2m〉 (by Lemma 23). Hence, xi〈z〉 = xj 〈z〉 iff i = j (mod 2m).We
want to show that H˜k(0) is a hamilton cycle that begins at vertex x2m+k+1 and traverses the arcs (4n) ∗ [(2m −
1) ∗ x, y]. Note that (x2m−1y)2 = y2x2m = z2. Then, for any integer q and any integer 0 i2m − 1, we have
x2m+k+1(x2m−1y)2qxi=xk+i+1z2n+2q ∈ xk+i+1〈z〉. Thus x2m+k+1(x2m−1y)2qxi travels by x, for i=0, 1, . . . , 2m−2,
and x2m+k+1(x2m−1y)2qx2m−1 travels by y. Next, observe that, for any integer q and any integer 0 i2m − 1, we
have x2m+k+1(x2m−1y)2q+1xi = x2m+k−i−1z2ni+2q+1 ∈ x2m+k−i−1〈z〉. Thus x2m+k+1(x2m−1y)2q+1xi travels by x
for i = 0, 1, . . . , 2m − 2, and x2m+k+1(x2m−1y)2q+1x2m−1 travels by y.
We show that the length of this directed cycle in H˜k(0) is 8mn.We need to determine the smallest nonnegative integers
0 i2m − 1 and j, not both zero, such that x2m+k+1(x2m−1y)j xi = x2m+k+1. We have x2m+k+1(x2m−1y)j xi ∈
x2m+k+1〈z〉 iff either j = 2q is even and i = 0, or j = 2q + 1 is odd and i = 2m− 2. Note that (x2m−1y)2q+1x2m−2 =
z2qx2m−1yx2m−2 = z2q+2n+1 = 1 for any integer q since ord(z) = 4n. Hence, we need to ﬁnd the smallest positive
integer q such that (x2m−1y)2q = 1. We have q = ord((x2m−1y)2) = ord(z2) = 2n. Thus the directed cycle in H˜k(0)
that begins at vertex x2m+k+1 and traverses the arcs (4n) ∗ [(2m − 1) ∗ x, y] has length 8mn = |G|. Hence, H˜k(0) is a
hamilton cycle. Note that x2m+k+1 · x2m−k−1 = 1. Therefore, if we take the ﬁrst 2m − k − 1 arcs (2m − k − 1) ∗ x in
the list of traversed arcs in the hamilton cycle H˜k(0) beginning at vertex x2m+k+1 and place them at the end of the list,
we obtain the list of traversed arcs in the hamilton cycle H˜k(0) beginning at vertex 1. Thus the hamilton cycle in H˜k(0)
begins at vertex 1 and traverses the arcs k ∗ x, y, (4n− 1) ∗ [(2m− 1) ∗ x, y], (2m− k − 1) ∗ x. Therefore, Hk(0) is a
hamilton path from 1 to x−1 that traverses the arcs k ∗ x, y, (4n − 1) ∗ [(2m − 1) ∗ x, y], (2m − k − 2) ∗ x.
Let 02n − 1 and assume that Hk(2) is a hamilton path from 1 to x−1(yx−1)2 = y2x2m−1 that traverses
the arcs (2 + 1) ∗ [k ∗ x, y], (4n − 2 − 1) ∗ [(2m − 1) ∗ x, y], (2 + 1) ∗ [(2m − k − 2) ∗ x, y]#. Observe
that (xky)2+1xk = y2+1x2m(+1) = x−1(yx−1)2+1. Also, note that the hamilton path in Hk(2) traverses the arcs
(2+1)∗[k∗x, y], k∗x, x, (2m−k−2)∗x, y, (4n−2−2)∗[(2m−1)∗x, y], (2)∗[(2m−k−2)∗x, y], (2m−k−2)∗x.
In order to transformHk(2) toHk(2+1), we delete the arc labeled x from x−1(yx−1)2+1 to x−1(yx−1)2+1x and add
the arc labeled y from x−1(yx−1)2 to x−1(yx−1)2y=x−1(yx−1)2+1x. See Figs. 6 and 7.ThusHk(2+1) is a directed
path from1 to x−1(yx−1)2+1 that traverses the arcs (2+2)∗[k∗x, y]# and a disjoint directed cycle that begins at vertex
x−1(yx−1)2+1x and traverses the arcs(2m−k−2)∗x, y, (4n−2−2)∗[(2m−1)∗x, y], (2+1)∗[(2m−k−2)∗x, y].
Let 02n − 1 and assume that Hk(2 + 1) is a directed path from 1 to x−1(yx−1)2+1 = y2+1x2m(+1) that
traverses the arcs (2 + 1) ∗ [k ∗ x, y], k ∗ x and a disjoint directed cycle that begins at vertex x−1(yx−1)2+1x and
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Fig. 6. The subdigraph Hk(2) is a hamilton path from 1 to x−1(yx−1)2.
Fig. 7. The subdigraph Hk(2 + 1) is a directed path from 1 to x−1(yx−1)2+1 and a disjoint directed cycle.
traverses the arcs (2m− k − 2) ∗ x, y, (4n− 2− 2) ∗ [(2m− 1) ∗ x, y], (2+ 1) ∗ [(2m− k − 2) ∗ x, y]. Observe that
x−1(yx−1)2+1x ·x2m−k−2yx2m−k−1=y2+2x2m(+1)=x−1(yx−1)2+2x. Thus the directed cycle inHk(2+1) begins
at vertex x−1(yx−1)2+2x and traverses the arcs k ∗ x, y, (4n− 2− 3) ∗ [(2m− 1) ∗ x, y], (2+ 2) ∗ [(2m− k − 2) ∗
x, y], (2m−k−2)∗x, x. In order to transformHk(2+1) toHk(2+2), we delete the arc labeled x from x−1(yx−1)2+2
to x−1(yx−1)2+2x and add the arc labeled y from x−1(yx−1)2+1 to x−1(yx−1)2+1y =x−1(yx−1)2+2x. See Figs. 8
and 9. Hence,Hk(2+2) is a hamilton path from 1 to x−1(yx−1)2+2 that traverses the arcs (2+3)∗ [k ∗x, y], (4n−
2 − 3) ∗ [(2m − 1) ∗ x, y], (2 + 3) ∗ [(2m − k − 2) ∗ x, y]#. 
Notation 13. Consider the abelian group F =Z4 ×Z2n together with the natural generators = (1, 0) and = (0, 1).
Assume n is an odd positive integer. Then ord( − ) = 4n and |F : 〈 − 〉| = 2. Let S1(d) denote the spanning
subdigraph H(1, d) of Cay(F : , ) such that the regular coset 〈− 〉 travels by  and, in the special coset, vertex
−+ j (− ) travels by , for 0j < d, and vertex −+ j (− ) travels by , for d < j < 4n. See Notation 2.
Lemma 27. Suppose n is an odd positive integer. LetF =Z4×Z2n, =(1, 0), and =(0, 1). Let T1=T ((n, 2), (0, 4)).
Then, for all 0d < 4n, S1(d) is a hamilton path in Cay(F : , ) (with initial vertex 0) iff BT1(d) = (0, 0).
Proof. Observe that − = (−1, 1) and ord(− ) = 4n. Note that X = + = (1, 1) and Y = 2= (0, 2). Thus
A′ = ord(Y )= n, B ′ = |〈− 〉 : 〈Y 〉|= 4, and E′ satisﬁes E′Y =B ′X. Observe that 4X = 4(+)= 4= 2Y . Hence
E′ = 2 and T1 = T ((A′, E′), (0, B ′)) = T ((n, 2), (0, 4)). By Corollary 14, S1(d) is a hamilton path in Cay(F : , )
(with initial vertex 0) iff BT1(d) = (0, 0). 
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Fig. 8. The subdigraph Hk(2 + 1) is a directed path from 1 to x−1(yx−1)2+1 and a disjoint directed cycle.
Fig. 9. The subdigraph Hk(2 + 2) is a hamilton path from 1 to x−1(yx−1)2+2.
Example 28. Consider the abelian group F = Z4 × Z6 with the generators  = (1, 0) and  = (0, 1). Then n = 3
satisﬁes Lemma 27. Let T1 = T ((3, 2), (0, 4)). See Fig. 10 and Table 3. From Table 4, BT1(d) = (0, 0) iff d=0, 4, 6,
or 8. By Lemma 27, S1(d) is a hamilton path in Cay(F : , ) iff d = 0, 4, 6, or 8.
Deﬁnition 29. We say that two digraphs are homeomorphic as digraphs if they each can be obtained from the same
digraph by a sequence of insertions of new vertices of inner semidegree one and outer semidegree one such that the
insertion of each new vertex into an arc results in two new arcs that have the same direction as the one they replace.
Theorem 30. Let m be a positive integer, n be an odd positive integer, k be an even integer such that 0k2m − 2,
and d be an integer such that 0d < 4n. Then Hk(d) is homeomorphic as a digraph to S1(d).
Proof. We deﬁne a homeomorphism of digraphs  : Hk(d) → S1(d). Recall that in Hk(d) the regular coset xk〈z〉
travels by x and all other regular cosets travel by y; for 0j < d, vertex x−1zj travels by y, and, for d < j < 4n, vertex
x−1zj travels by x. For 0 i2n−1, let(yi)=i,(x2m−1yi)=+i,(x2myi)=2+i, and(x4m−1yi)=3+i.
See Figs. 11 and 12. For the initial portion of the proof, we assume j is an arbitrary integer such that 0jn − 1. If
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Fig. 10. The triangle with vertices (0,0), (3, 2) and (0, 4).
Table 3
The visible lattice point and the number of lattice points on each ray Rk that lie in triangle T1 = T ((3, 2), (0, 4))
k Ak hk uk
0 0
1 (3, 2) 0 0
2 (1, 1) 2 4
3 (1, 2) 1 6
4 (1, 3) 1 8
5 (0, 1) 3 11
Table 4
The sequence of lattice points BT1 (d) in triangle T1 = T ((3, 2), (0, 4))
d BT1 (d)
0 (0, 0)
1 (1, 1)
2 (2, 2)
3 (1, 1)
4 (0, 0)
5 (1, 2)
6 (0, 0)
7 (1, 3)
8 (0, 0)
9 (0, 1)
10 (0, 2)
11 (0, 3)
k = 0, embed the arc labeled y from y2j to y2j+1 in Hk(d) onto the arc labeled  from (2j) to (2j + 1) in S1(d).
If k > 0, embed the sequence of vertices (y2j xi : 1 ik), (y2j xkyxi : 0 ik − 1), in order, from Hk(d) into the
arc labeled  from (2j) to (2j + 1) in S1(d) and embed the sequence of arcs k ∗ x, y, k ∗ x, in order, fromHk(d)
onto the arc labeled  from (2j) to (2j + 1) in the natural way. We show that this is an embedding of vertices and
arcs from Hk(d) into S1(d). For 0 ik, we have y2j xi = xi(z2n+2)j ∈ xi〈z〉. Thus for 0 ik − 1, y2j xi travels
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Fig. 11. The subdigraph Hk(d) of Cay(G : x, y) with all arcs emanating from the vertices in the special coset x−1〈yx−1〉 deleted.
by x, and y2j xk travels by y in Hk(d). For 0 ik, y2j xkyxi = xk−i−1(z2n)i(z2n+1)(z2n+2)j ∈ xk−i−1〈z〉. Thus, for
0 ik − 1, y2j xkyxi travels by x, and vertex y2j xkyxk = y2j+1 lies in the special coset x−1〈z〉 in Hk(d).
If k = 0, we can embed the arc labeled y from x2my2j to x2my2j+1 onto the arc labeled  from 2 + (2j) to
2 + (2j + 1). If k > 0, embed the sequence of vertices (x2my2j xi : 1 ik), (x2my2j xkyxi : 0 ik − 1), in
order, from Hk(d) into the arc labeled  from 2+ (2j) to 2+ (2j + 1) in S1(d) and embed the sequence of arcs
k ∗ x, y, k ∗ x, in order, onto the arc labeled  from 2 + (2j) to 2 + (2j + 1) in the natural way. An argument
similar to the one in the previous paragraph shows that this is an embedding of vertices and arcs.
If k=2m−2, embed the arc labeled y from x2m−1y2j−1 to x2m−1y2j onto the arc labeled  from +(2j −1) to +
(2j). If k < 2m−2, wemap the sequence of vertices (x2m−1y2j−1xi : 1 i2m−k−2), (x2m−1y2j−1x2m−k−2yxi :
0 i2m − k − 3), in order, into the arc labeled  from  + (2j − 1) to  + (2j) and map the sequence
of arcs (2m − k − 2) ∗ x, y, (2m − k − 2) ∗ x onto the arc labeled  from  + (2j − 1) to  + (2j) in the
natural way. We need to show that this is an embedding of vertices and arcs. For 0 i2m − k − 2, we have
x2m−1y2j−1xi = x2m−i−2(z2n)i(z2n+1)(z2n+2)j−1 ∈ x2m−i−2〈z〉. Thus, for 0 i2m− k − 3, vertex x2m−1y2j−1xi
travels by x, and vertex x2m−1y2j−1x2m−k−2 travels by y. For 0 i2m− k − 2, we have x2m−1y2j−1x2m−k−2yxi =
xk+i+1(z2n+2)j ∈ xk+i+1〈z〉. Thus, for 0 i2m − k − 3, vertex x2m−1y2j−1x2m−k−2yxi travels by x, and vertex
x2m−1y2j−1x2m−k−2yx2m−k−2 = x2m−1y2j lies in the special coset x−1〈z〉.
If k=2m−2, map the arc labeled y from x4m−1y2j−1 to x4m−1y2j onto the arc labeled  from 3+(2j −1) to 3+
(2j). If k < 2m−2, wemap the sequence of vertices (x4m−1y2j−1xi : 1 i2m−k−2), (x4m−1y2j−1x2m−k−2yxi :
0 i2m − k − 3), in order, into the arc labeled  from 3 + (2j − 1) to 3 + (2j) and map the sequence of
arcs (2m − k − 2) ∗ x, y, (2m − k − 2) ∗ x onto the arc labeled  from 3 + (2j − 1) to 3 + (2j) in the
natural way. An argument similar to the one in the previous paragraph shows that this is an embedding of vertices
and arcs.
Finally, we deﬁne the homeomorphism of digraphs : Hk(d) → S1(d) on the vertices in the special coset x−1〈yx−1〉
and the arcs emanating from these vertices. For all 0j < 4n, we deﬁne(x−1(yx−1)j )=−+j (−). For 0j < d,
deﬁne  to map the arc labeled y from x−1(yx−1)j to x−1(yx−1)j y onto the arc labeled  from − + j ( − ) to
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Fig. 12. The subdigraph S1(d) of Cay(F : ,) with all arcs emanating from the vertices in the special coset −+ 〈− 〉 deleted.
−+ j (− ) + . For d < j < 4n, deﬁne  to map the arc labeled x from x−1(yx−1)j to x−1(yx−1)j x onto the arc
labeled  from −+ j (− ) to −+ j (− ) + . We must show that this new deﬁnition of  is compatible with
the previous deﬁnitions of . We can verify the compatibility of the new deﬁnition of  with the previous deﬁnitions
of  by considering the cases j = 0, 1, 2, or 3 (mod 4) individually. We prove this compatibility for the special case
j = 0 (mod 4). The other cases are similar.
Assume that j=0 (mod 4) and let j=4 for some integer  such that 0n−1.Thenmaps vertex x−1(yx−1)4=
x4m−1y4 to −+ (4)(− )= 3+ (4), vertex x−1(yx−1)4x = y4 to −+ (4)(− )+ = (4), and vertex
x−1(yx−1)4y = x4m−1y4+1 to −+ (4)(− )+ = 3+ (4+ 1). If 04<d, then x−1(yx−1)4 travels by y
in Hk(d) and −+ (4)(− ) travels by  in S1(d). Thus  maps the arc labeled y from x4m−1y4 to x4m−1y4+1 in
Hk(d) onto the arc labeled  from 3+ (4) to 3+ (4+ 1) in S1(d). If d < 4< 4n, then x−1(yx−1)4 travels by
x in Hk(d) and −+ (4)(− ) travels by  in S1(d). Thus  maps the arc labeled x from x4m−1y4 to y4 in Hk(d)
onto the arc labeled  from 3 + (4) to (4) in S1(d). The proof of the cases j = 1, 2, or 3 (mod 4) are similar.
Therefore, the mapping  : Hk(d) → S1(d) is a homeomorphism of digraphs.
The reader should observe that this result can be checked visually from Figs. 11 and 12. Note that for integers i and j
that (xiyj )y =xiyj+1. Thus traveling by y from vertex x4m−1y4, x2my4+1, x2m−1y4+2, or y4+3 in Hk(d) results in
ending up at vertex x4m−1y4+1, x2my4+2, x2m−1y4+3, or y4+4, respectively. Similarly, traveling by  from vertex
3 + (4), 2 + (4 + 1),  + (4 + 2), or (4 + 3) in S1(d) results in ending up at vertex 3 + (4 + 1),
2 + (4 + 2),  + (4 + 3), or (4 + 4), respectively. When j is odd, we have (xiyj )x = xi+2m−1yj . Thus
traveling by x from vertex x2my4+1 or y4+3 in Hk(d) results in ending up at vertex x4m−1y4+1 or x2m−1y4+3,
respectively. Likewise, traveling by  from vertex 2+ (4 + 1) or (4 + 3) in S1(d) results in ending up at vertex
3 + (4 + 1) or  + (4 + 3), respectively. When j is even, we have (xiyj )x = xi+1yj . Thus traveling by x
from vertex x4m−1y4 or x2m−1y4+2 in Hk(d) results in ending up at vertex y4 or x2my4+2, respectively. Similarly,
traveling by  from vertex 3+ (4) or + (4+ 2) in S1(d) results in ending up at vertex (4) or 2+ (4+ 2),
respectively. 
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Corollary 31. Letm be a positive integer, n be an odd positive integer, and k be an even integer such that 0k2m−2.
Let T1 = T ((n, 2), (0, 4)). Then, for all 0d < 4n, Hk(d) is a hamilton path in Cay(G : x, y) iff BT1(d) = (0, 0).
Proof. By Theorem 30, Hk(d) is a hamilton path iff S1(d) is a hamilton path. By Lemma 27, S1(d) is a hamilton path
iff BT1(d) = (0, 0). Hence, Hk(d) is a hamilton path iff BT1(d) = (0, 0). 
Corollary 32. Letm be a positive integer, n be an odd positive integer, and k be an even integer such that 0k2m−2.
Then the number of integers d with 0d < 4n for whichHk(d) is a hamilton path is equal to one more than the number
of visible lattice points in the interior of the triangle whose vertices are (0, 0), (n, 2), and (0, 4).
Proof. By Corollary 31, Hk(d) is a hamilton path iff BT1(d)= (0, 0). By Proposition 8, the number of integers d with
0d < 4n for which BT1(d) = (0, 0) is equal to one more than the number of visible lattice points in the interior of
the triangle whose vertices are (0, 0), (n, 2), and (0, 4). 
Theorem 33. Let m be a positive integer, n be an odd positive integer, and k be an even integer such that 0k2m−2.
Then there are n + (n + 1)/3 integers d with 0d < 4n for which Hk(d) is a hamilton path.
Proof. The lattice points in the interior of the triangle whose vertices are (0, 0), (n, 2), and (0, 4) are the lattice points
(i, 1), for 1 i(n − 1)/2; (i, 2), for 1 in − 1; and (i, 3), for 1 i(n − 1)/2. All (n − 1)/2 lattice points (i, 1),
for 1 i(n− 1)/2, are visible. Exactly (n− 1)/2 lattice points (i, 2), for 1 in− 1, are visible; namely, the lattice
points (2j − 1, 2), for j = 1, 2, . . . , (n − 1)/2. Exactly (n − 1)/2 − (n − 1)/6 = (n + 1)/3 lattice points (i, 3),
for 1 i(n − 1)/2, are visible; namely, the lattice points (i, 3), for 1 i(n − 1)/2, such that i is not divisible by
3. (Recall that n is odd.) Hence, the number of visible lattice points in the interior of the triangle whose vertices are
(0, 0), (n, 2), and (0, 4) is (n− 1)/2 + (n− 1)/2 + (n+ 1)/3 = n+ (n+ 1)/3 − 1. By Corollary 32, the number
of integers d with 0d < 4n for which Hk(d) is a hamilton path is equal to n + (n + 1)/3. 
Theorem 34. Let m be a positive integer, n be an odd positive integer, and G be the semidirect product of cyclic groups
of orders 4m and 2n given by
G = Z4mZ2n = 〈x, y : x4m = 1, y2n = 1, and yxy−1 = x2m−1〉.
Then there are (3m − 1)n + m(n + 1)/3 + 1 hamilton paths in Cay(G : x, y) (with initial vertex 1).
Proof. ByTheorem3, a hamilton path inCay(G : x, y)with initial vertex 1must have the formH(e0, e1, . . . , e2m−2, d)
for some (e0, e1, . . . , e2m−2) ∈ {0, 1}2m−1 and for some integer d such that 0d < 4n. By Lemma 24, if two or more
of the values ei , for 0 i2m − 2, are equal to 1, then H(e0, e1, . . . , e2m−2, d) contains a directed cycle and is not
a hamilton path in Cay(G : x, y). By Theorem 25, if ei = 0, for all 0 i2m − 2, then the number of integers d
with 0d < 4n for which H(e0, e1, . . . , e2m−2, d) is a hamilton path is equal to n + 1. Suppose 0k2m − 2. By
Theorem 26, if k is odd and ei = ik , then the number of integers d with 0d < 4n for which H(e0, e1, . . . , e2m−2, d)
is a hamilton path is equal to 2n. By Theorem 33, if k is even and ei = ik , then the number of integers d with
0d < 4n for which H(e0, e1, . . . , e2m−2, d) is a hamilton path is equal to n + (n + 1)/3. Therefore, there are
(n+ 1)+ (m− 1)(2n)+m(n+ (n+ 1)/3)= (3m− 1)n+m(n+ 1)/3 + 1 hamilton paths in Cay(G : x, y) with
initial vertex 1. 
Example 35. Let G=Z8Z6 =〈x, y : x8 = 1, y6 = 1 and yxy−1 = x3〉. Then m= 2 and n= 3 satisfy the conditions
of Theorems 25, 26, Corollary 31, and Theorem 34. By Theorem 34, there are (3 · 2− 1) · 3+ 2 · (3+ 1)/3+ 1= 18
hamilton paths in Cay(G : x, y) with initial vertex 1. By Theorem 25, H(0, 0, 0, d) is a hamilton path for d=5, 7,
9, or 11. By Theorem 26, H(0, 1, 0, d) is a hamilton path for d=0, 2, 4, 6, 8, or 10. By Corollary 31 and Table 4,
H(1, 0, 0, d) and H(0, 0, 1, d) are hamilton paths for d=0, 4, 6, or 8.
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